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CHAPTER I
IMTRODUCTIOH
The general public including the patrons has little knowledge
of the internal operations of country elevators. This is due in part to
the lack of adequate communication between the operator and his
customers or patrons. In consequence the patrons too often fail to
understand v;hy a certain price for their grain is offered or v;hy
certain charges are made for services rendered. The inadequate
information on the part of the patron regarding the many factors v\hich
must be considered in setting a price is the basis for much unjustified
criticism.
The farmer expects and is entitled to a ready market for his
grains. The farmer may elect to sell his grain immediately at the
current price, store it v/ith the idea of obtaining a better price later,
or borrow on it under the government loan program.
If the farmer elects to sell his grain as he delivers it, he is
immediately given a price on his quality of graih. The elevator
operator has quotations from prospective buyers; and can within reason
determine the current price at the terminals by radio reports on
market trends that are broadcast at least every hour. The elevator
operator in his effort to have a good market must evaluate his paying
price many times a day.
The purpose of this study is to point out and evaluate the
many factors which must be considered by the elevator operator in
the establishment of the buying prices of the various lots of the
different grains which he purchases from tlie producers.
There are many trade secrets which the operator uses not
only to protect the financial stability of his organization but also to
enhance the returns to the seller of grain. These will be revealed at
least in part because they are basic to a complete analysis of buying
and also selling practices.
The evaluations of the factors determining the buying price
of grain are based on the personal experience of the author as an
elevator manager and from his visitations and contacts v/ith other
managers of elevators in southeastern South Dalcota over a period of
12 years. Specific illustrations of the problems related to the buying
of specific lots of grain are taken from the records of the Farmers
Cooperative Conp^any of Drookings, South Dakota.
This report is written with the thought of giving some insight
into country elevator operations. Many books have been written about
business management and business psychology, but very little infor
mation is available on the procedures of buying and selling grain at
the country level. Most persons entering the country grain business
have learned by apprenticeship; and while there perhaps is no better
way to learn the grain business; there is still a great need for some
reference written in a layman's language.
This report is also written in the hopes that students and
other persons not associated v/ith the grain business, may better
understand the maneuvers necessary for a grain elevator to remain
solvent while working on an approximate three per cent gross margin
on grain handled. It is the hope of this v/riter that through a better
understanding of grain merchandising at the country elevator, people v.all
better respect the grain merchants' right to accept the meager margins
they earn.
The Official Minnesota Grain Grades of course, are an important
and necessary part of grain merchandising for anyone v^tl0 uses the Minne-
1
apolis Market as a price basis. The official grades referred to
in the discussion of the various grades are reproduced in Appendix I.
Many of the thoughts and ideas expressed in this variting can
not be found in any source material. They are the spoken v;ords of
grain men through the years. The technical aspects of the grain
business can be learned from various reference books, but the technical
part of the grain business cannot be easily understood without a
good knowledge of the general aspects.
The buying and selling problems connected with each grain are
different. In consequence, these are discussed separately in the
chapters which follow.
Official Minnesota Grain Grades. The Minnesota Board of Grain
Appeals; Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1957,
CHaPTZR II
GENERAL COMMENT ON GRAIN MERCHANDISING
Establishment of Paying Price
This analysis of the factors determining the price paid for grain
at the local level is concerned mainly with those factors which account
for the day to day differences in price between local stations, rather
than with the determination of the price quoted by the terminal operator
to the local operator. The four basic factors which account for these
differences are the terminal market price quotations, prices offered
by direct buyers, transportation costs, and the feeling that the local
buyer has regarding the trend of the market.
Many casual observers assume the grain buyer is told what he can
pay for grain by terminal operators; or that the grain buyer is told
v;hat he can get for a certain grade of grain, ^oth of these assumptions
are but part truths. It is true that coirimission companies, feed mills,
and truck operators are in contact with local grain buyers, so the grain
buyer does car should knov/ what the market for grains is at his particular
station. Tj^e grain commission merchants are usually the only reliable
source of up to the minute information for a large volume of grain.
Each day that the grain exchanges are open for business, the commission
merchants, from one to several, send out market newsletters, or call by
telephone to various country stations. The markets quoted by a commis
sion company are the markets for one carload or a hundred carloads. This
particular market is usually a price offered by many buyers at their
terminal market, and therefore is a reliable market for a large volume
of grain.
The truck operators, feed mills, and other direct buyers occasion
ally approacli elevators v.dth bids that are sometimes slightly higher than
o
those of commission houses or terminal buyers# The direct buyers
however are I'.sualJy in the market for a limited amount of grain, and
could not tal:e even the total marketing of one large volume country
elevator# During a heavy movement of grain, the elevator searches out
the direct buyers and during a small movement of grain'the>. direct! buyers
are aggressive bidders to local elevators#
The freight rates of an elevator are based on location from
market ani the railroad servicing the station. Much has been done in
recent months to equalize the freight rates so that each station's freight
rate would be based on distance from the terminal market# However; there
are still several instances of apparent substantial freight discrepancies
between shipping points because freight competition varies in intensity
at different shipping points# The freight differences may also be >
caused by having tv;o competing elevators located in different freight
zones#
A fourth and very important factor in establishing a daily price
is the grain buyoHs ov/n position on the market# This fourth factor,
not always obvious even to the grain buyer himself, may be called
hunch" but it is more than that# The grain man, unconsciously or not,
usually has a "feeling" towards the market and bases his buying to a
degree on that feeling# For example, the grain buyer may feel that for
reasons of his own, a particular grain will go up within two weeks or g.
month# Thus he will be inclined to pay a little more for that grain,
even though he is bid no more for the grain than before; but he will pay
Truck operators, feed mills and other direct buyers mil here
after be referred to as direct buyers#
more in expectation of a bettor price before it is necessary to hedge
the grain pu-chaced# This optimistic attitude is called being "bullish"
in grain language. The grain buyer may also be "bearish", or feel the
price of a grain or grains v/ill go down, and therefore base his paying
price accorr'iingly#
It - s to be doubted if any of the four price detenalning factors
i.e., terninal bid, direct buyers bid, freight rate, and personal feeling,
are ever fcr divorced from one another.
To illustrate, consider the following price fixing process. The
commissrcn company*s bid for corn is Si.00 at the country level, and
several direct buyers are willing to pay $1.02. There is a large amount
of corn being sold at the time but the grain buyer feels the market will
vx)rk higher. He could then logically sell as much corn to the direct
buyers as they will take and then hold the balance for a one or two
cent rise in terminal prices. If on the other hand the grain buyer felt
the price v^ould go down under the same circumstances he may logically
sell all the corn he ovns to commission companies at their bid, and
still sell some to direct buyers at their better bid in the hopes of
replacing the grain at a lower purchase price. If for example the buyer
wanted to have a five cent per bushel margin, he would then probably
have a paying price of $.97 in the first instance, and $.95 in the
second instance.
This may be called speculation, but to the average grain man it
is only one of the calculated short term risks he must take to maintain
or enhance his margins. The above mentioned "position on the market is
seldom done v/ith large amounts of grain or for gains of several cents.
Rather the practice is used to gain that extra cent or two to make his
station competitive in the trade territory.
A fifth price fixing factor must be mentioned here as it often
appears in some localities, that is the factor of local demand. In areas
where enough local consumers use more grrin than they prdduce there
develops a local demand. In this case the local dealer may get a little
more than the price justified by the terminal market bid# The local
consumer may then buy the grain at a price higher than justified by
terminal bid to the elevator; however this price vjould be much less
than the net cost at other than the local market.
The factor "local demand" can create a price difference of a
few cents on occasion, but seldom if ever can create a large price
difference. In cases viiere "local demand" is a strong price determining
factor the elevator must have, as in all cases, a vdlling buyer and a
vdlling seller, If the country grain buyer gets too bullish and prices
his grain out of proportion to the demand, local customers vail either
buy their grain at another market or they will find a substitute grain
or feed. In an area of short supply, it is also necessary to pay enough
for the grain to draw it to the elevator, vathout pricing the grain
beyond the reach of the buyers.
The following three tables show the actual freight rates of five
large volume, competing country grain elevators. The five elevators are
all close enough to be competitors for the grain that originates between
the buying stations. All five country elevators whose freight rates
are shov;n are among the largest of the eastern South Dakota area.
A careful analysis of the freight tables vail indicate why on
occasion, depending on the market bidding for the grain, and the attitude
of the local country buyer the competing elevators can be tvx> to four
cents per bushel different in their paying price for a certain grain.
TABL^ I. COMPARISON OF FREIGHT RATES PER BUSHEL
O.'Nl WHEAT FROi.i FIVE COMPETING ELEVATORS
TO SPECIFIED TERJAIHALS
Minneapolis
20.10
20.10
20.10
20.40
21.30
.Teiminal
Duluth
(cents per bushel)
26.70
26.70
26.70
27.00
27.90
18.00
19.20
15.90
15.90
16.20
Minneapolis and Duluth are usually considered the v;heat markets
for these elevators. Occasionally the Soft red wheat area and the hard
red viinter v^eat area need some northern wheat to increase the protein
of t.heir flour, in which case Sioux Oity becomes the wheat market for
th^ five elevators. If the price of wheat is the same at Siotix City
agk it is in Minne^polis, the five above elevators could net from 2
"to 5 cents a bushel more for vheat at the Sioux City market.
TABLE II. COMPARISON OF FREIGHT RATES PER BUSHEL
ON CORN FROM FIVE COMPETING ELEVATORS
TO SPECIFIED TERi.ilNALS
Minneapolis
15.68
15.12
15.12
15.68
16.52
11.48
11.20
9.80
9.80
10.36
Terminal
15.68
15.40
14.00
14.00
14.56
TABLE III. COMPARISON OF FREIGHT RATES PER BUSHEL
ON OATS FROM FIVE COMPETING ELEVATORS
TO Specified teri/»inals
Minneapolis
8.96
8.64
8.64
8.96
9.44
6.56
6.40
5.60
5.60
5.92
Terminal
8.96
8.80
8.00
8.00
8.32
ansas City
23.52
23.24
21.84
21.84
22.40
ansas uity
13.44
13.28
12.48
12.48
12.80
SQlUng the Grain
The actual selling of grains for "cash" to all direct buyers
needs very little explanation. The selling price is obviously a net
price to the country elevator for grain picked up at the elevator.
The seller determines the weight and grade of the grain, and it mi^t
usually be accepted by the buyer or grain refused altogether. In
selling for cash the elevator operator knov/s exactly what he gets for
the grain and has the use of the money in the business immediately.
The country elevator can seldom take full advantage of blending on this
type of sale however, the advantages of which will be discussed in a
later chapter.
There are four other well knov/n types of sales. The four types
to be discussed in the following paragraphs are the types of sales
made to commission merchants and other buyers in the terminal markets.
They ares on track, on spot, to arrive, or by consignment.
In selling "on track" the seller accepts a price for the grain
loaded in a boxcar at the local station. The grain does not need to be
in the boxcar to make the sale, but it is the seller's obligation to load
the grain into the car within the agreed upon time. The price quoted
is F.O.B. the country elevator. The transportation expense as well
as the risk of price change are the responsibility of the buyer. The
shipper however, must guarantee the quality and pay the sampling
expenses.
Terminal market dealers send out "on track" bids to country
elevators by post card or vare in the afternoon, generally stating that
the bids must be accepted by a certain time, usually before the opening
of the next day's trading at the terminal#
There are times v;hen grains are v.orth more if they are for
sale by sample at the terminal market than if they could be purchased
end shipped at a later date# This is a reasonable marketing system
for high quality grain as the buyer gets the official state grade and
gets to see a sample of the grain before he makes a purchase# Therefore
on high quality grain he v/ould pay more "on spot" for the grain than
he would othervjise# The factors which keep this from being altogether
desirable for the country elevator are the risk of price fluctuation, and
the chore of buying and selling a hedge on the grain while it is in
transit# Many grain buyers in country elevators either do not know
how to hedge, or do not feel the future market is a reliable hedge for
all grain in transit#
Another factor often causing the "spot market to be higher
than deferred shipments is that there may be an immediate need for
a car of grain; and the buyers are willing to pay a nominal premium
for that grain that is already in the terminal, and available for sale#
It is also possible for the "spot" market at times to be less than
deferred shipments# This situation could come about when a congestion
arises in the terminal market because of heavy receipts, or when the
buyers have no immediate need for grain, but will have a better market
when the lakes or rivers open up again.
Most "overages" from shipments on to arrive contracts are sold
"on spot" at the terminal market# For example* the country elevator
has 500 bushels remaining on a contract but does not want to use a clean
3
out privilege to ship the grain by rail# The elevator operator may
then if he wishes, load approximately 1800 bushels in the car# Five
hundred bushels of the carload v-ould be used to fill the contract, the
balance of the carload or 1300 bushels vjould then be sold "on spot".
Selling "to arrive", is just as its name implies, selling the
grain at the current terminal market price and delivering the grain
at a later specified date# There is a similarity between selling grain
s"on tr^ck" and "to arrive", but there is one noticeable exception. The
"nn track" price is the price at the terminal, and therefore the country
elevator must pay and deduct the freight, commisssion, and other costs to
arrive at a net price# The bids put out in market letters are usually
"to arrive" bids# The market letters are form letters sent out to all
elevators. Each of the elevators has a different freight rate, therfore
a general quotation based on terminal price is the logical way to quote
the price. Examplei "v/e bid you to arrive 1.15, Sioux ^ity, shipment
in 10 days."
The foutth method by which grain is sold is by "consignment"
sales. The majority of "consignment" sales are eventually sold on the
"spot" market but there again there is a difference in the tv.o types of
sales# When a car of grain is sold on consignment, the grain is put in
the trust of the commission company. The commission firm acting as
i
an agent for the local elevator accepts full responsibility of selling y
the grain for the best price possible. The commission company may feel
Each elevator is permitted to ship out one 30,000 pound
carload per year of each grain liandled in which the usual minimum rate
is not to apply. Usually if a 100,000 pound capacity car is not leaded
full or loaded to the weight limit; the frieght is charged on 100,000
pounds anyway# Once a year vath the clean out privilege, each shipper
may ship as little as 30,000 pounds of each grain without penalty#
the car should be sold while it is in transit rather than wait for it to
reach the terminal and sell on the "spot" market, ^he commission company
may also divert a consigned car to a different and v/hat it thinks to be
a better market. The commisssion firm, acting as the shipper's agent,
has the grain graded and displays a sample of it on its grain table
on the floor of the exchange. It sells to the highest bidder and then
directs the disposal of the car after the sale has been made.
The consignment method of selling grain has the advantage of
giving the seller a wider market. However the shipper does not know
what he is going to get when* he ships the grain. The differences
among the different types of sales may be summarized in Table IV.
TABLE IV. RESPOMSIBILITIES OF THE BUYER AND SELLER
ACCORDIilG TO THE VARIOUS METHODS OF S;.LES'^
Method of Place at which Price applies VJho pays V/ho bears
Sale price applies at time of— freight price risk
"To arrive Terminal market
Consignment Terminal market
On track Country elevator
'On spot Terminal market
Cash at the
elevator Country elevator
Sale (delivery)
Sale (delivery)
Purchase (con
tract)
Sale (delivery)
Sale (delivery)
Viilliam M. Manion, Flaxseed Marketing Practices and Costs at
Country Elevators, p. 40. U. S. D. A. Marketing Research Report No.
301s V/ashington, D.C., 1959.
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Ono item that deserves brief mention here is the sale of
car numbers. There are times when premiums can be obtained on either
the "on track" sales or "to arrive" sales by being able to furnish the
serial numbers of the cars into which the grain is to be loaded. The
buyer may offer a premium of one cent or more for a carload of grain.
The buyer expects the car number be given him the day he makes the
offer. The reasons for these premiums can be varied, but they usually
arise when there is a greater need for immediate shipment of grain rather
than delayed shipment. The country operator may t^en, if he has access
to the car, say he will sell the buyer a 100,000 capacity car, number
C and NVJ 18067, and thus warrant the premium offered. The follovang
shows actual bids made to an elevator on a specified day and the net
realized price to the elevators:
TABLE V
The Bid Deductions
from bid
Net price to
"elevator
$1.16 Mpls. 15.12 fi per bu. approx. .99 1/2
and commission
1.12 S. City 11«20 / per bu.
frt. and commission approx. .99 l/2
1.16 Redwing 13/ per bu. track approx. 1.02
freight
1.01 1/2 net
rail None approx. 1.01 1/2
1.04 1/2 net
track None approx. 1.04 I/2
1.17 3/4 spot 15.12 / per bu. approx. 1.01 3/4
market Mpls. frt. and commission
Other
Considerations
How soon are
trucks available?
Risk of price
change
When grain is shipped by rail to the terminal, it is inspected and
weighed by state officials* If the commission firm representing the
buyer is dissatisfied v;ith the grade given the grain, he can call for
a reinspection* If he is still dissatisfied, he can call for an inspec
tion by the Chief Federal Inspector* These privileges seldom prevail
in the case of truck shipments*
CHAPTER III
GRAIM OPERATIOMS PECULIAR TO CORN AND OATS
'Buying Corn and Oats
The buying and selling of corn and oats at the country level
can be discussed together because they have so many factors in
common. Both ccrn and oats are feed grains, and are the only tvjo
important grains discussed in this article from v;hich dockage is not
removed. The amjunt of foreign material is a grading factor but is
5
not subtracted from the gross iveight as is dockage. Corn and oats
are seldom a problem to the grain buyer. A trained eye can usually tell
if the grains are vdthin the tolerances set for No. 2 grain; and the
trained hand can usually tell whether it is necessary to test for
moisture and other factors. V/hen purchasing No. 2 corn and oats the
buyer knows within fractions of a cent v;hat he can get for the grain.
The grains that grade less than No. 2 are the ones that offer the
challenge to the country elevator operator. It is these challenges
that are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Price Basis
Vi/hen a price for corn and oats is quoted to a customer, or
is quoted on the radio, or in the newspaper, it is usually the price
Cracked corn and foreign material shall include kernels and
pieces of corn and all matter other than corn which will pass through
a number 12 sieve (a motal sieve perforated v;ith round holes 1^64
inches in diameter) and all matter other than corn remaining on such
sieve after screening. (Official Minnesota Grain Grades as established
by the Minnesota Board of Grfin Appeels.)
for No. 2 grain, subject to market discounts for lower grades.
The standards for grades of grain remain faiily constant.
However the grade discounts can vary every day. The official grade
standards for corn and oats appear in Official Minnesota Grain Grades.
Relevant exceppts have been assembled in .Appendix I.
Both corn and oats can be graded as high as No. 1. Nearly all
the bids and ail price bases for the tvx> grains are related to No. 2
corn or No. 2 oats. The No. 1 grade is put to little actual use unless
the grains are sold on the "spot market". A typical bid for corn would
IVe bid you net, for No. 2 corn, $1.00 track, less 1 l/2
cents off for each one-half per cent of moisture over 15.5
per cent less 1 cent per pound test weight from 53 to 50,
less 1 cent for each 1 per cent foreigh material in excess
of 3 per cent and less 1 cent each 1 per cent damage over
5 per cent.
The question is often asked "fJhat-can you nay for No. 3 corn?" Consider
ing the above bid, there can be many prices for No, 3 corn, as is shov;n
by the following illustration;
TABLE VI
Corn 53 test weight 16«5 mt. 03 P.M. 5 dmg.
Corn 53 Lbs# test weight 17.5 mt. 03 P.M. 5 dmg.
Corn 53 Lbs. test weight 17.5 mt. 03 P.^"^. 6 dmg,
Corn 53 Lbs# test weight 17.5 mt. 05 P.M. 7 dmg.
$1.00 less
3 / or .97
$1.00 less
6 / or .94
$1.00 less
7 / or .93
$1.00 less
10 / or .90
Corn 53 Lbs# test weight 17.5 mt. 05 P.M. 7 dmg. $1.00 less
12 / or .88
Thus the discounts for No. 3 corn under No. 2 v.ould be from 1 to 12
cents, ^iany combinations of factors must be considered in establishing
the correct price.
There are machines to determine the amount of moisture in a
grain, there are sieves to determine the amount of foreign material,
and scales to determine the test v;eight, but as yet there is no practi
cal method of determining damage except by judgment of the grain buyer.
It is very possible that several people would get different percentages
of damage in the same sample, because what is damage to one, might not
be considered damage by another. There are two common methods of
determining damage in corn. One is for the grain buyer to count out
50 to ICQ kernels, find the number of damaged kernels in that group;
and calculate the percentage after the count. A second method often
used ts to weigh out a certain number of grams of corn, remove the
damage from the sample and then weigh again to determine the percentage
of damage.
Blending Possibilities
It is not at all unusual in an area of great competition to
find elevators offering as a paying price as much as they themselves
are bid. It is under such conditions that the elevator operator blends
grains to create a margin for his operations. For a simple example
let us assume an elevator operator buys 5000 bushels of corn, that is
No. 3 corn, 54 pound test weight, 13.5 percent moisture, and 7 per
cent damage. Also assume the elevator operator buys another 5000
bushels of ^o. 3 corn, 52 pound test weight, 17.5 per cent moisture
and 3 per cent damage. By perfectly blending the tv^ batches of corn
the result should be a sample grading Nq, 2 corn, 53 pound test
v/eight, 15.5 per cent moisture, and 5 per cent damage.
' ' Thus a country grain buyer can either enhance his margin by
blending, or if competition is severe he could pay No. 2 corn price
for the tvjo batches of corn mentioned above and still maintain his
regular margin.
The blending operation seldom viorks as ideally as the above
example, but it is a valuable merchandising tool to country elevator
operations.
Oats are also adapted to blending in some cases where there
are grade differences. Oats may be blended to reduce foreign material
to the correct tolerance, but the usual blend on oats is to blend test
weights to arrive at the ideal 36 pound test weight.
Oats have a peculiarity in that they need weigh only 34 pounds
to grade fJo. i, (recently raised from 32 pounds)^ yet most bids ate for
36 pound dats, with discounts for weights under 36 pounds^ Atypical bid
for oats vA3uld be "$#57 for No. 2 white.oats, 36 pounds or better with dis-
oounts Qf 1/2 cent per pound test weight 36 to 30."
During a year when oats are comparatively free of foreign
, material and the price of oats and screenings both warrant it;
elevator operators have purchased screenings for the purpose of
mixing with oats to reach the accepted tolerance of foreign material.
Contrary to what a person would think, little blending is done
for sales made locally. If any blending is done, it is usually to
improve the grade rather than lower it. //ost local buyers want the
best of the grain grov;n in their territory, and rebel when it is not
furnished. This demand for the best quality grain is usually offset
by asking an additional cent or tvx> for grain sold locally.
Drying Corn and Oats
Feed grains are often dried, v;henever it is necessary or
profitable to do so, to make the grains safe to store or ship. In visits
v/ith several country elevator operators who have dryers, not one of them
indicated they made a drying profit from the drying of oats. Drying
oats is mostly a service and a protection against heating and spoilage.
The drying of corn can be made to enhance the margin on the
handling of the grain. There are of course tir.ies v/hen elevators in
their quest for grain forego their drying margin to increase their
volume of the grain by offering a higher price to producers. However
this is not a generally accepted practice.
During recent years the terminal discount for wet corn has
been 3, 4 and even 5 cents per bushel for each 1 per cent of moisture
in excess of 15.5 per cent. Usually the discounts quoted vdll be
approximately 3 cents for each 1 per cent of moisture 15.5 per cent
to 20 per cent, 4 cents each 1 per cent 20 to 24, and 5 cents each 1 per
cent over 25. These discounts vdll vary according to market conditions
and availability of v;et corn.
Country elevators, v;ho have competition for drying, seldom
exact as great a discount as was stated in the above paragraph.
Depending upon the drying qualities of the corn, most elevators
discount 2 or 3 cents per 1 per dent of moisture from 15.5 per cent
and up.
The country elevator must calculate its cost of drying in
order to decide what moisture discount is necessary to dry at a
profit. Necessary drying costs;include, fuel for dryer, cost of man
power, depreciation, taxes, and "intangible" shrink.
The assumption made by many not familiar with grain mer
chandising is that drying 100 bushels of corn from 25.5 per cent to
15.5 per cent will leave 90 bushels of corn. This is not true.
(Table 7) There is an additional shrink over and above the moisture
that cannot be wholly accounted for. This additional shrink called
intangible shrink can be partially accounted for by the corn silk,
husk and chaff that the dryers remove. The data in Table 7 shov/s that
100 bushels of corn dried from 25.5 per cent moisture to 15.5 per cent
moisture, v.ould leave 88.17 bushels of dried corn remaining. The 11.83
bushels of shrink represents 10 bushels by weight of moisture, and 1.83
bushels of intangible shrink.
Another factor that must be considered in drying costs is the
increase in foreign material in the corn. At times the quality of the
v;et corn is such that the increase in foreign material is insignificartt.
There are other times usually when the v^t corn is very v;et,that the
foreign material is increased beyond the tolerance for No. 2 corn and
consequently causes a discount to the country elevator for the dried
corn. Much of the additional foreign material from very wet corn
comes from the corn becoming brittle and breaking into small
particles.
Occasionally some terminal buyers will offer slightly less for
"Kiln dried" artificially dried corn than for natural dried or wet corn.
V/hen there is a discount for Kiln dried corn, the discount for v;et corn
muxt necessarily be increased to dry corn at a profit.
V. SHOWra SHRINK IN DRYINX; CX)RN FROM ONE MOISTURE LEVEL
TO ANOTHER INCLUDING INTANGIBLE SHRINE
10.47
11.05
11.63
12,21
12,79
13.37
13,95
14.54
15,12
15,70
100.00
99.42
98.83
98.25
97.67
97.08
96.51
95.93
55.35
94.77
94,19
93.60
93,02
92,44
91,86
91,28
90.70
90.11
89.53
88,95
88,37
87,79
87.21
86,63
86,05
85,46
84,88
84,30
•00 100,00
.58 99,42
1.17 98,83
1.75 98.25
2.34 97,66
2,92 97,08
3.51 96.49
4.09 95,91
4,68 95,32
5.26 94.74
5.85 94.15
6,43 93.57
7,02 92,98
7.60 92.40
8.20 91,81
8.77 91,23
9,36 9C„64
9,94 90,06
10,53 89,47
11,11 88.89
11,69 88,31
12.28 87,72
12,87 87,13
T3.45 86.55
14.04 85,96
14,62 85,38
15,21 84.79
9.41
10.00
10.50
11,17
li;76
12.35
12,94
13,53
14,12
14,70
100.00
99.41 ,00 100.00
98.82 .60 99.40
98.24 1,19 98.81
97.65 1,78 98.22
97.06 2,37 97,63
96.47 2,96 97,04
95,88 3,55 96,45
95,29 4,14 95.86
94.71 4.74 95,26
94,12 5,33 94.67
93,53 5,91 94,09
92.94 6,51 93,49
92.35 7,10 92,90
91,76 7,69 92.31
91,18 8,29 91,71
90,59 8,88 91,12
90,00 9.47 90.53
89,41 10,06 89,94
88,83 10,65 89,35
88,24 11,24 88.76
87.65 11,83 88.17
87,06 12,43 87.57
86,47 13,02 86,98
85,88 13.61 86,39
85,30 14,20 85,80
Colunin Aincludes shrinkage of moisture and intangible shrink.
Column Bis the aotud. amount of dry corn remaining after the drying process.
Example! Assume the country elevator is bid $1.05 for No.
2 corn; and that the elevator wanted 5 cents a bushel for margin,
therefore, the elevator's paying price to the producer vjould be $1.00
per bushel. Also assume a producer delivers 1000 bushels of 25 l/2
per cent moisture corn to the elevator for sale. The grain buyer paid
him $.80 per bushel, or a discount of $.02 per 1 per cent of moisture
over 15 l/2 per cent. Thus the producer receives a total of $800 for
the 1000 bushels of wet corn delivered. The country elevator then
dries 1000 bushels of corn down to 15.5 per cent moisture and has as
a result appioximately 880 bushels of No. 2 dried corn vx)rth to the
elevator $1.05 per bushel. (Table 7). The elevator's drying cost of
fuel and manpower amounted to $.03 per bushel. From the above infoi'-
mation the actual drying profit can be determined.
TABLE VIII.
1000 bushels 25 l/2 moisture corn $.80 equals cost
to country elevator
Corn remaining from drying 1000 bushels of 25 l/2
moisture corn, 880 bu. worth $1.05 per bushel of
Gross increase from drying corn
Less $.03 per bushel cost of fuel, etc.
Gross drying income
Less $.05 per bushel normal margin
Net drying profit
$800.00
$924.00
$124.00
$ 26.40
$ 97.60
$ 50.00
$ 47.60
The ranges shown above are the ideal ranges for drying. Other ranges
of moisture and imperfect drying weather greatly reduce the potential
gain from drying.
Selling Feed Grains
Most grain men agree that a country grain merchandiser should
never overgrade grains, or ship a higher grade of grain than the sale
calls for. The normal margins of 3 to 4 cents per bushel on oats
and 4 to 5 cents per bushel on corn, are not adequate in most cases
to enable an elevator to operate at a profit. The elevator must
consequently enhance that margin by being able to blend down the top
quality grain, therefore the grain merchant should add a small addition
to the selling price of locally sold grain to make up for the loss of
the blending privilege.
One of the cautions given to new grain buyers is that they
must zealously guard their weights in and out of the elevator. To
guard these weights, the scale operator cannot give any advantages
to the customer. This does not mean that the elevator will take from
their patrons, but rather will guard against giving anyone weight they
are not entitled to. This v;eight guarding is necessary because every
time the grain is handled, a shrinkage occurs. Every time dust goes
out of elevator doors and windows, a shrink is occuring for the elevator.
Country elevator operators should also salvage all screenings, spilled
grain and chaff to help maintain the weights they pay for over the
scale. The guarding of weights pertains to all grains, of coujfse, and
is not peculiar to corn and oats.
CHAPTER IV
GRAIN OPERATIONS PECULIAR TO BARLEY
Malting Barley
Technically, malting barley and barley are subclasses of the
Class I of barley in general* There are other classes of barley which
we will not discuss, such as black barley, western and mixed barley*
The official grade standards for barley are to be fouud in Appendix I.
For the purpose of simplicity, this discussion will consider feed
barley as any barley that is not acceptable for malting purposes* Much
barley that.does not grade as italting, is still used for malting
purposes and sells at only a small discount under malting barley*
Barley that is not suitable for malting purposes usually sells at a
severe discount* The usual large price difference between malting
and feed barley make it very important to be able to distinguish-
between the two* An experienced grain man can usually identify feed
and malting barley, but sometimes it is difficult to do so*
Those producers who plant feed barley varieties, will produce
feed barley, but often those who plant malting barley will still
produce feed barley, because of the malting qualities of the barley*
This may be because of weather conditions or harvesting or handling
practices* It is also true that the maltsters can be more particular
some crop years than others*
Price Basis
Malting barley, besides fulfilling the grade requirements must
also meet other rigid tests in order to determine the price the
country elevator can pay. The maltster's standards for barley are
considerably higher than those set in the official grain standards of
the United States#
First maltsters prefer barley that has no thin kernels. Price
discounts are assessed as the thin barley increases above 3 to 5 per
cent, and well before it approaches the 15 per cent tolerance allowed
in the official grain standards.
Second the percentage of plump kernels of barley (kernels
remaining on a 6/64 sieve) is also a price factor as shov/n in the
following illustration:
Sample A
(2) 23
TABLE IX
Kernel Assortment
Plump barley remaining on a 6/64 sieve
Barley remaining on a 5/64 sieve
Thin barley passing through a 4/64 sieve
Other Infofmation
Test weight, lbs. per bushel
Skinned and broken kernels
Sample B
10%
In the general classification of barley, both Sample A and Sample B
would grade No. 2 barley, yet San^ple A v/ould command a much better
price than Sample B because of plumpness#
Third the color of the barley whether it be bright, straw
color, slightly stained, or stained, is al^o a price factor.
Fourth, ability to identify the variety of barley has become
importsint. Only certain-varieties are acceptable by the maltsters#
Other varieties looking nearly the same as accepted varieties v/ill not
perform in the maltster's germinators.
Besides the four factors listed above there are additional
factors to watch in the buying of malting barley* blight, degree of
mellowness of the pearl, scab, "sick barley" mustiness, ground
damage, ergoty barley, sprouted barley and others#
To remove the outer husk and reveal the color of the remaining
barley seed is called pearlihg# The color of the seed is referred to
as white pearl, blue pearl, etc. Maltsters prefer barley with a mellow
creamy pearl. Some barleys v/ith a blue pearl are used for a certain
type of malt. Mixtures of blue and mellow pearls are discounted severely.
Not only does the country grain buyer have many grading
factors to bbserve in barley, he also has a great price range in which
he must try to place each load he buys, the buyer can determine
the color classification, and has determined the plump and thin, then
he may know within a few cents of vjhat he can get for this malting
barley. However, malting barley is seldom sold other than "on spot",
and therefore the price is not knovjn until the sale is c:)nsumated on
the trading floor. The buyers want to see the sample before they buy.
Because barley is usually sold on spot the country grain man has little
to say bbout what he will get for the barley after he has put it "on
v/heels". The market may change, the desirability for a type of
barley may change from day to day and many other things might influence
what a car of barley v/ill bring.
Pitfalls in Buying on Grade
Traditionally, the price of barley at the country elevator has
been determined to a large extent by the test v/eight per bushel. If the>^
barley is heavy enough (45 lbs. per bushel) to classify as malting barley,
this still is not adequate measure of the value of barley for malting
purposes.
In view of the many price determining factors listed, it is
quite obvioi's barley cannot be bought by official grade. There are
many instances each marketing day, when a car of e lower official
grade barley will bring more money than one of a higher official
grade. The following are samples of actual car sales of Tuesday,
March 31, 1959, as taken from the"Daily Market Record".
TABLE X
No. 1 Malting Barley
1-49 1/2 Lbs#7 thin
No. 2 Malting Barley
1-45 Lbs# 10 thin
1-49 1/2 Ibs.9 thin
No. 3 Malting Barley
1-49 1/2 Lbs#9#l thin
$1.22
$1.03
$1.16
$1.22
Unfortunately all the factors determining the grades are not listed.
A product such as barley that sells so much by sample, cannot safely
be purchased on a basis of grade#
Many country grain merchandisers are either afraid to handle
barley or refuse to handle it at all. The v/ise country grain buyer .
assures himself of a substantial margin at the time he buys the barley.
He realizes that he has a commodity on which he cannot accurately
determine the market value at the time he buys it. Still less can he
tell what it v;ill bring when he sells it.
To hedge on all the unknov^is, wise grain men try to buy
barley with an 8 to 10 cent margin. Competition and success with ;3
previous sales may induce him to reduce this margin. The follovang
are actual barley market quotations sent out by a Minneapolis commis
sion company, March 24, 1959.
TABLE XI
Mellow Malting Barley - 13.8 Moisture or Less
Berry size
over No. 6 sieve
Over 50?o plump
40-5plump
30-40?o plump
20-3C^o plump
Bright
$1.24 - 1.26
$1.03
Campana Two Row
$1.08 - $1.18
Straw
$1.22
$1.03
Feed Barley
$.92-1.03
Strained
$1.16
$1.03
One method of shifting the risk of buying barley is to ship for
the account of the producer, v;hen it is possible. In this way the
producer brings his barley to a country elevator, where it is shipped
to the market. After the car of barley is sold, the elevator operator
then takes a small charge for his services, and the producer receives
full market value of his barley. This barley handling method may
increase in some areas, but there are many men who love the challenge
of buying barley and v/ant nothing to do vdth shipping for the producer.
Blending
Malting barley is adapted to blending, but the blending of
barley is a science and should nof oe done by a novioe. The
country elevator must fee able to evaluate Beforehand, if he will
improve the entire carload by blending. If he is satisfied that he
can improve the carload then he may blend to (l) improve the color
of the carload, (2) reduce the per cent of thin barley or increase the
amount of plump barley to accepted tolerances, (3) increase the amount
of mellovmess of the pearl and, (4) reduce the amount of skinned and
broken kernels to the accepted tolerances.
It should be pointed out that blending of malting barley entails
another risk, and should never be undertaken by someone .^o does not
know what he is doing at every step. Germination time on different
varieties varies rather considerably, and maltsters do not like to have
part of avatload germinate in five days and another part in six and
one half. Such a mixture, if recoggized, would sell at a substantial
discount#
Drying malting barley to reduce the moisture is also a very deli
cate operation. Maltsters generally will hesitate to buy barley they
know has been dried. Their reason for not wanting barley that has
been artificially dried is the fear that germination may have been
hurt. Barley to be used for malting must germinate to change the
starch in the kernel to sugar and consequently make malt. There are
many commercial dryers that are not capable.of drying at a low enough
temperature to protect the germination. Hence a maltster's stigma
against all barley that is dried. Many country elevators do dry
malting barley however, vjhen it is necessary to reduce moisture. Many
dry barley without starting the burner in the dryer, but rather just
use the fans to blow the outside air through the grain.
Feed Barley
Feed barley should be considered with the other feed grains
like corn and oats. Feed barley may be a variety grown for feed, and
one that does not have desirable malting qual ities, or feed barley
may be of a ital ting variety that does not have the quality for making
good malt because of its present condition or grade.
Feed barley may be purchased nearly the same as oats and
corn in that the country grain buyer can buy it on grade and be able
to assure a margin. The bids for feed barley are usually quoted as,
"$1,00 track for No. 2 barley, 46 pound test weight or better, with
market discounts to apply for lower grades". If the barley is of a
low grade, then what the country elevator receives is once again a
matter of v/hat a buyer ivill pay.
Feed barley unlike corn and oats, does have dockage.
CM-vPTuR V
GRAIN OPERATIONS PECULIAR TO FLAXSEED
Flaxseed is a commodity that needs special attention, if it
is profitable for the country elevator. Unfortunately many grain
men overlook this individualism of flaxseed and attempt to buy and
sell it at the same few cents margin as other grains, only to fin^
they have a loss instead of a profit for their efforts.
The official grade standards for flaxseed are shown in
The individual traits of flaxseed v/hich vdll be discussed in
this chapter areJ the dockage, the shrink, the additional cost of
handling, including cleaning, interest on money used, and other
expenses#
The Effect of Dockage on Margins
Only on rare occasions does flaxseed arrive at the country
elevator free of dockage. A reasonable amount of dockage in flax is
expected and must be reckoned v/ith. Dockage in flaxseed is an expense
to the country elevator unless it is removed. The additional freight
cost of shipping flaxseed containing 10 per cent dockage is 2.81 cents
per bushel (Table XII). With flax containing 30 per cent dockage, the
additional cost of freight on that dockage would be 10.85 cents per
bushel on the clean flax. If the country buyer v/as attempting to buy
flaxseed on a five cent margin and the flaxseed contained 10 per cent
dockage, the country elevator vjould have only 2.19 cents per bushel
margin left (5 cents margin less 2.81 cents cost of freight on dockage)#
If the flaxseed shipped contained 30 per cent dockage, the elevator
operator v/ould already have 5.85 cents per bushel loss* Excessive
dockage in flaxseed also necessitates additional elevator operating
space, more chance for sampling differences, and increased risk of
heating due to moisture in the dockage*
TABLE XII* ESTirMTED AVERAGE RAILROAD FREIGHT
RATES FOR FL/OCSEED SHIPPED FRai MIHHESOTA,
NORTH D/ICOTA, AND SOUTH Dr^KOTA, TO
MINNEAPOLIS, SEPTHaER, 1957*
Percentage of
dockage
Additional cost per bushel
'over 25*31 for dockage
10.85
*William M* Manion, Flaxseed Marketing Practices Costs at
fclfivatiPr.fi, p* 19, U. S* D* A, Marketing Research Report No*
301: Vi/ashington, D.C*, 1959*
Scalping
Excessive amounts of dockage in flaxseed can be used to the
financial advantage of country elevators in most instances* If flax-
seed with high dockage can be cleaned by the country elevator in such
a way that no excessive loss of actual flaxseed occurs, the resale
value of the dockage may actually enhance that elevator's margin.
Many grain men agree that flaxseed should not be cleaned to the extent
that there is less than 3 or 4 per cent of dockage remaining. If flax-
seed is cleaned beyond thct point, the excessive loss of small kernels
and cracked flaxseed reduces the advantage of cleaning. This may be
illustrated by the following example*
TABLE XIII
The country elevator buys 1000 bushels of flaxseed
containing 30 per cent dockage at $3.00 per bushel
1000 gross bushels less 300 bushels dockage
Cost of flaxseed to elevator
700 bu. het flax -I
X 3.00 per bushel
2100.00
The net price the country elevator can
receive for the flax is $3.10 per bushel
Net to elei?ator
Gross Profit to elevator
700 bu
X 3.10
Cost of cleaning flaxseed
1000 gross bu. x approximately ' / per bu.
Gross Profit to elevator
Additional shrinkage from cleaning
2 per cent of 700 bu. or 14 bu. x $3.10
Gross Profit to elevator
Sale of approximately 14,560 pounds dockage
screenings $10.00 per ton, (leaving 4 per
cent dockage in flaxseed)
Net profit to country elevator (approximately
11.3 / per bu.)
Had the country elevator not cleaned the 30 per cent
dockage flaxseed the result would bei
Gross profit to the elevator
Freight 25.31 per bu. on 300 bu. of
dockage screenings
Net loss to elevator
2170.00
70.00
20.00
50.00
43.40
6.60
72.80
79.40
70.00
75.93
Flaxseed that has from 5 to 10 per cent dockage does not have
enough dockage in it to make it profitable to clean for the screenings
salvaged, yet it must be cleaned so as to not pay freight on the dodkage.
Shrinkage has been mentioned in earlier chapters, but shrink
in flaxseed is such a great factor it must be mentioned here again.
According to findings in a recent study, "shrinkage in flaxseed
averaged 1.53 per cent at all elevators from the time of purchase to
sale, or about 50 per cent greater than that found in wheat. Over two-
thirds of the flaxseed shrinkage occurred as a direct result of handling.
The greater shrinkage^ together with the higher value of such losses,
cost elevators between 1.5 and 2 cents per bushel more for marketing
flaxseed than for wheat.
Flaxseed by its nature can leak out of even a container that
is nearly water tight, therefore special care is necessary in binning
and loading out flaxseed. The high cost of shrink in flaxseed also
makes it necessary for the country grain buyer to exact the proper
7
amount of dockage from loads of flaxseed as they come in. Probing
the loads of flaxseed several times is the accepted method of attempt
ing to get a representative sample of the flax offered for sale. After
the sample is obtained, great care must be taken to ascertain accurately
the dockage in the sample. The type of machine and sieve varies from
Manion, o^. cit.. p. 6.
7
Dockage shall include all matter other than flaxseed which is
contained in the lot of grain as a whole; also undeveloped, shriveled,
and small pieces of flaxseed removed with the dockage and which cannot
be recovered by properly rescreening or recleaning. Official Grain
Standards, p. 70.
elevator to elevator# and with the size of the flaxseed being tested.
If certain weed seeds are left in the flaxseed sample, they must be
picked out by hand or estimrted accurately to insure against not
exacting enough dockage. For example, a loss of 2 per cent of dockage
on 100 bushels of flaxseed v/orth $3.00 per bushel would entail a loss
of $6.20 for the elevator. This $6.20 may be more than the handling
margin on the 100 bushels of flaxseed#
100 bushels flaxseed $3.10 - $310.00
98 bushels flaxseed 3.10 - 303.80
Loss of revenue to elevator $ 6.20 (6.2 / per bu.)
There are numberous additional costs of handling flaxseed
compared v/iti. other grains. Ono of these is the interest on the money
needed to finance the handling of a high valued grain. In most cases
elevators must borrow money to finance a volume of grain. Obviously.
it will take much more interest to finance a bushel of flaxseed as
compared with a bushel of oats. Because of the larger amount of
dollars involved, insurance on flaxseed is also larger.
^f flaxseed is to be loaded in a boxcar, this usually brings
about another cost of from $6 to $9 for car liners necessary to contain
thie flaxseed in the car.
TABLE XIV, A COMPARISON OF THE COSTS PER BUSHEL
OF HAMDLIIIG FLAXSEED AilD V.HE..T CONTAINING
VARYIIl. AMOUNT OF DOCKAGE'"*
VJheat at
Costs and returns dockage
At the elevatori
Shrinkage 1,03
Interest ,50
Insurance ,14
Boxcar preparation ,08
Freight on dockage ,44
Cleaning ,30
Other operating
expenses 1,49
Depreciation 1.07
Total estimated cost 5.05
Return to merchandisinoi
Estimated gross margin 6,00
Return on screenings .72
Total estimated return6.72
Estimated return
above cost
Flaxseed at $3 oer bu.
dockage
Cents
10.50
10.00
10?o'
dockage
Cents
10,00
11.68
Choice of Transportation
Trucking as a means of transportation for flaxseed is gaining in
many areas# One of the reasons in favor of truck shipment has already
been indicated by the additional costs for car liners for boxcars
loaded vath flaxseed#
A second logical reason for truck shipment of flaxseed is the
speed of delivery to the terminal market# A truck will usually deliver
the flaxseed to a terminal in a day where a boxcar may take several days#
The country elevator must finance the grain while it is in transit^
therefore substantial savings could be realized in the speed of the
shipment# Example* 50,000 bu# flaxseed $3#00 - $^0,000} 6 per cent
interest for additional 10 days in transit will cost $1#67 per $1000,
or $504#5^
A third factor in favor of truck shipments shows up when the
grain is moist and in danger of heating# Early arrival at the terminal
is of utmost importance#
It has been stated in a previous chapter, a disadvantage of
truck shipments is that the country elevator operator has no opportunity
for reinspection if he is not satisfied with the grade. V/hen shipping by
rail, the elevator has the right to call for a state reinspection, or a
federal testing of the sample if he is not pleased#
The merchandising of flexseed offers a challenge to country
elevators# Flaxseed offers the opportunity for substantial gain or
substantial loss#
The careful cclculating buyer can usuailly make a profit from
merchandising flaxseed# . But the customary 'bushel margins on grains
allov/ only a very thin percentage margin on flaxseed as the following
table shows.
Grain
Flaxseod
TABLE XV.
Margin per
bushel
$ .03
Typical
Price
$ .60
Percentage
Margin
To give a five cent margin on flax at $3.00 would require
a 15 per cent bushel margin.
QHAPTER VI
GRAIN OPE.r>TIOMS PECULIAR TO SOYBEANS
Measurement Problem
One of the sery simple problems in merchandising soybeans
at the country level, is that seldom do producers have as many bushels
on aload as they thought. Even after athorough explanation of v*y
they don't have 100 bushels of soybeans in awagon that holds 100 bushels
of corn, there is still some doubt. Awagon box designed to hold 100
bushels of corn, will hold 100 bushels of 06# per bushel of shelled
corn. The legal v.ight of soybeans is 60ff per bushel. If the soybeans
weighed 60# per bushel, then one could get 100 bushels of beans in a
rarely do soybeans v.;eigh 60 lbs. per bushel and perhaps more often
V^ighs 64 lbs. per bushel, especially if the soybeans contain high
moisture* Example?
TABLE XVI. COi'iPUTATION OF BUSHELS OF SOYBEANS
IN 125 CUBIC FOOT '..rkGON BOX
VJagon box cubage
Conversion factor
to bushels
Nominal bushel
capacity
Test weight
Contents in pounds
Convert to 60
bushels
(given)
(multiply)
(result)
(multiply)
(result)
(divide)
60# test weight
100
60
6000
100 bu.
64# test weight
90 bu.
Thus if we have both low test v^eight, and some dockage in a load of
soybeans, the country elevator operator usually has some explaining
to do.
Soybeans by their nature are very absorbent. As the soybean
absorbs moisture it swells ahd"as it swells"it loses test weight. Thus
we can see a possibility of trouble for the country elevator if he
chooses to buy soybeans containing excessive moisture. The official
grade standards for soybeans are shovjn in /appendix I.
Foreign Material Tolerance
The official grade standards for soybeans make no provision
for dockage; however, terminals and processors extract dockage in
accounting for purchase of soybeans. Thus we can find that a car of
soybeans that grades number 4 or 5 or even sample grade because of
excessive foreign material, may sell at as hgih a price per bushel as
a carload that grades number one.
Actual sales listed in Daily Market Record, Friday, October 31,
1958;
TABLE XVII.
Soybeans
1 car 2 57 #10 1.0 fm.
1 car 3 57.5 #10.5.2 fm.
1 car 2 57 #10.4 1.3 fm.
1 car 4 57 .5 #10.4.3.7 fm.
1 car 1 58.5 #11 1 fm. 7 splits
1 car 3 58 #2.4 fm. 5 splits
1 99 1/2
1 99 1/2
1 99 1/2
1 99 1/2
1 99
1 99
42
VJe can see from the above table that the one car of number 1
soybeans sold for l/2 cent less than the car of number 4 soybeans
listed. This l/2 cent difference is undoubtedly a difference in time
of day they were sold. The real difference in the tv<o cars listed^
v/ill be in the dockage extracted. The. terminals and processors
extradt as dockage all foreign material over Therefore the car
of number 1 soybeans will not have any dockage as the foreign material
is 1/0. The car of number 4 soybeans will have 2.7/^ dockage extracted
as a result of having 3.7/o foreign material.
Part of an actual accounting for a truckload of soybeans con
taining 9.5/0 foreign material (not shown) and the extraction of 8.5/o
of dockage is shov/n below.
TABLE XVIII.
Date Gross Dockage Net
10597 2-16 422:40 386:40
306840 bu. $2«00/bu« $773.33
Taking the Sample
Many country grain buyers vho insist on taking a probe sample
of flaxseed, refuse to take a probe sample of soybeams. The nature of
soybeans is such'diat it is very difficult to obtain a representative
sample of a load. There is room between the soybeams for the foreign
material to shal:e to the bottom of the load where the probe does not
usually gather much of the sample* /vnother hazard in probing soybeans
is that the dry beans will run into the probe much easier than the
wetter beans, therefore not yielding a representative sample for
moisture test. A divided probe that does not allov/ the sample to roll
in where it v;ill to fill the probe; but rather must be filled from each
and every opening, is some help, but still does not insure representa
tive sampling of soybeans.
One of t'ne common methods of obtaining a sample from a load
of soybeans is to take handfuls regularly as the load is emptying.
If the sampler will take a sample by running his hand completely
through the entire stream of soybeans, he can thus obtain a fairly
representative sample-
There are several other grading factors in soybeans besides
moisture and foreign material, but these are the tv.o factors most
often considered. Test weight can at times be a price factor as can
split beans, green beans, and damage to the kernels. It is seldom that
the last four factors mentioned vail appreciably alter the results of
processing, consequently the discounts are seldom severe.
Selling Soybeans
There are many pricing systems for soybeans. They are of course
priced basis the terminals, and they are also priced basis the many
outlying soybean processing plants. V/ith the many processing plants
in the soybean growing area, the country elevator operator usually has
many options in price to consider. He may use several different markets
during one season, so as to take advantage of the highest prevailing
price for his station.
CHAPTER VII
GRMH OPCR^»TIOMS PECULL.R TO 'wHEAT
VJheat is the most universal grain in the vjorld; and the sub
classes of wheat differ as much from eadh other as they do from other
grains*
Wheat is divided into seven classes, as followsi Class I, herd
red s ing v;heat} Class II, durum wheat. Class III, red durum wheat}
Class IV, hard red winter wheat; Class V, soft red v/inter wheat; Class
p
VI, white wheat; and Class VII, mixed wheat*
This study is concerned only with the first four classes* The
official grade standards for Hard Red Spring Wheat, Durum wliect, and
Hard Red Winter Wheat are shown in Appendix I*
VTheat merchandising is a tradition* V/heat has been marketed in
nearly the same way for many years; and a certain glamour has evolved
about merchandising vheat* Traditionally, the country elevator ships
the wheat to the terminal market to sell "on spot"* ^^t the same time
9
he hedges the purchase using the future market as described below*
The fact that the future market is not alv/ays a perfect hedge^
plus lack of understanding of the futures market by many country elevator
operators has caused a recent change in vheat marketing* The "spot mar
ket" on wheat was used primarily as a means of getting the full market
premiums for the protein in the vheat* Protein premiums can be quite
large and naturally competition demands that the country elevator obtain
them* The following quotation in the form in vhich actually received by
the elevator, illustrates the protein premiums*
Official Minnesota Grain Grades*
^See Chapter VIII fof a fuller discussion on hedging practices*
TABLE XIX. PROTEIN PREMILTIS
LHEAT 1 DARK 58 lb. DELV. MPLS; DELV. DULUTH
BASIS MPLS. MAY NORTHERN
j, DNS or 1 Northern 13 Mt. or less MINN., NO.DAK.
1000 PROTEIN 5N 7N
1100 " 5N 7N
1200 " 68
1250 " 8 10
1300 •' 10 13
1350 " 12 15
1400 " - 15 18
1450 " 16 19
1500 " 18 21
1600 " 27 31
1700 " 37 41
V/INTER IJHEAT ...
Mpls. May 13 Mt. or less
BASIS 1 H17.
DELV. MPLS.
MINN., NO.
+ SO. DAK.
MONT.
1000 PROTEIN 0 to 1
1100 II 0 to 1
1200 II 2 to 3
1250 2 to 3
1300
II
3 to 4
1350 If 4 to 5
1400 It 6 to 7
1450 II 7 to 8
1500
II
8 to 9
T. W. disc.
1 ji ea. lb.
60 to 58 #,
then 2 / ea.
lb. below 58 /A*.
Within recent years the terminals have started to give to the
country elevators, a "to arrive" bid for wheat in a form which vail also
give the country elevator the protein premium.
An actual to arrive bid for wheat May 1, 1959
Diversion Point: I7e can bid you for arrival at Duluth.
1 DNS, 58'^13.00 Protein, 13.5 Mt. or less Dul. Frt. $2.16 l/8
Market prem. and discount for test weight and protein
Minneapolis: I7e can bid you for arrival at Minneapolis,
1 DNS, 58^13.00 Protein, 13.5 Mt. or less Mpls. Frt. $2.13 l/8
This"to arrive" sale of wheat has some definite advantages to the
country elevator operator in that he will knov/ exactly v^at he can pay
for and receive for a carload of wheat provided he knov/s what the
protein content of the viieat is.
The determination of protein is technical and has been beyond
the ability of the local elevator manager and his equipment. The recent
development of the Udy Protein Analyser holds promise of changing this
and perhaps outmoding the procedures discussed below.
The protein in v;heat varies from year to year, from area to area
and from variety to variety. Although each country elevator may have a
different station average from his competitor, the protein of an
elevator's trade territory seldom varies greatly within a season. A
"station" average is determined as soon as possible on a new crop and
this is used as a basis for establishment of price to producers. One
method of determining protein is for the country grain buyer to take
a composite sample from the early deliveries of new v/heat, which is
then sent to the terminal to be tested.
There are many individual differences in the four classes of vheat
which are discussed in this chapter. The physical characteristics of each
of the four classes (hard red spring, hard red winter, durum and red
durum) are different, as are their uses and also the prices they command
on the market.
TABLE XX. A PARTIAL LISTIIIG OF ACTUAL SALES CM
THE MIMNEAFOLIS GRAIH EXCH/.NGE,
April 1, 1959
No. 1 Heavy Dark Northern Spring
1 62.5# 13
1 62.7# 15.10
1 62.8# 14.70
1 13.50
1 14.30
1 60.7 #13.80
1 60 1/2# 14.50
No« 2 Dark Northern Spring
1 13,60
1 13.20
No. 3 ^ark Northern Spring
1 57.8# 13.40 6.3 dgd.
1 58.6# 13.10 6 dgd.
1 61.6# 13.30 1.4 fm.
1 13.30
1 car 3 1.2 fm.
1 car 1
1 car 1
8 cars SG sour unfit
Hard Amber Durum
Amber Durum
Durum
Hard V/inter
15,000 bushels 60# 13.00 Mont, by truck
From Table XX we can see not only price differences betvMeen
each class of v/he:t, but also price differences vathin a class according
to the protein content.
Hie item to the left indicates the number of cars or in some
cases the bushels eold. The next item usually indicates the test
v;eight, the third item, the protein, the fourth includes other grading
factors such as damage or foreign material. The column to the extreme
right indicates the Minneapolis price for which wheat was sold.
Hard Red Soring V/heat is second in volume of production in
the United States. Hard Red Spring VJheat is the wheat from which the
highest qualities of flour for bread making are milled.
Hard Red I7inter IVheat is first in volume of production in the
United States. Hard red winter wheat is regarded primarily as a
bread wheat because of its high protein or gluten content. It does not
generally produce as high protein or as high a quality flour as does
hard red spring v;heat.
Red-'Durum l.heat is primarily a feed v\heat and is usually
priced much lower than milling vheats. The identification of hard red
spring, hard red v/inter, and red durum is a great problem for
inexperienced viheat buyer. The three classes mentioned have similar
characteristics, and are often grown in the same area# It is evident
from Table XX that identification is necessqry because of large price
differences*
Amber Durum l.heat, must be binned, priced, and handled separately
as is the case with the other three classes mentioned. Amber Durum is
easily distinguishable because of its amber color, as compared v/ith the
» red color of the other three classes described. The demand for amber
durum wheat vcries greatly from year to year and also varies greatly
for different qualities. Amber durum is used exclusively for making a
flour from which macaroni is made. VJhen amber durum wheat is plentiful,
the good quality commands a fair price and the poor quality is priced
vdth the feed wheats. IJhen the viieat is not plentiful, the! higher
qualities command largo premiums over other viieats, v/ith not so great
a price difference for lesser qualities (see Table XXI).
The merchandising of v^eat can present a challenge, and great
satisfaction to the skilled buyer. If the country buyer knows how to
grade the v;heat, has a reasonable idea of the proteins, and can hedge
his regular margin and protein premium, nearly all v\dioats can be very
satisfactory to handle*
Perhaps the greatest challenge comes in first knowing the
v\Aieat and being able to distinguish varieties. V^en these tvjo lessons
are learned, merchandising wheat at the country elevator should be very
pleasant and rewarding.
Dockage must be extracted from wheat, and as in flaxseed must
be cleaned out of v^eat vihen the freight on the dockage becomes a
factor.
VJheat perhpas more than any other grain needs to be kept clean.
That is, it needs to be kept free of all dirt, rodent and bird
excretia, etc. A single seizure of a carload of v;heat by the Food and
Drug Administration can be very sostly in terms of both money and re
putation. Because wheat is the great human food, it deserves and in
most cases receives special attention along the route to the final
destination—the table.
TABLE XXI. ACTUAL PRICE SHEET FOR Af.lBER DURUM V^EAT,
tm 5, 1959. PRICES QUOTED ARE THE PRICES DELIVERED
IN Mlt^lEAPOLIS AS COI/PARED V/ITH A TOP
PRICE OF $2.13 FOR HARD RED SPRING
l.TIEAT ON THE SAME DAY
Durum Fancy Choice Medium Ordinary
I Hd. Am. 60m or Better 241 239-240 238-239 237-238
2 Hd. Am 239-240 238-239 237-238 236-237
3 Hd. Am. 235-237 236-236 233-235
4 Hd. Am. 230-235 231-234 229-231
5 Hd. Am. 222-228 223-226 221-225 216-221
DEMAND FAIR
CHAPTER VIII
HEDGING
There are many v;ays of hedging grains, most of which have been
discussed in previous chapters. Any method of protecting the elevator's
margin is hedging. The common association made with hedging is with
reference to the future market, and it is vdth the use of the future
market that this chapter will be concerned.
The months of May, July, September, and December are the major
future trading months. These months are popular trading months for
logical reasons. July is the month when the new winter wheat begins
to come to market; September is the month when the spring wheat starts
coming to market; December is the end of the year and the close of
navigation oifi the Great Lakes. The month of May is the opening of
the Great Lakes again, and also the clean up month for the old
year crops. The March future is becoming more important because of
the influence of foreign crops from the southern hemisphere on our
market, and also because of the long spread between December and May
trading months.
October, November, and January are important months in the
trading of soybean contracts.
Most of the wheat marketed is shipped to a terminal market
to be sold by the commission firm representing the elevator at the
highest price obtainable. In order to minimize the price risk from the
time wheat is bought until it is sold, the elevator operator hedges the
purchase of the v;heat by selling a unit in the future market. The
following examples illustrate some possible hedging procedures:
The country elevator operator bought 1500 bushels of hard red
spring vvheat from a patron on August 5th and sold 1500 bushels of
September vjheat on the f'/'dnneapolis futures at $2.05 Minneapolis#
Allowing for a 20 cent freight rate, the country elevator paid his
patron $1#80 per bushel in the hope of making approximately 5 cents per
bushel, which would mean he must recieve 32.05 Minneapolis for the sar-*
load of wheat. The wheat was sold on August 15th. While the car of
vjheat v^as in transit the price declined 5 cents a bushel, so the car of
wheat sold for $2.00 Minneapolis. Tvjo dollars Minneapolis was just
'"•break even" figure for the country elevator so he made no money on
the casl. wlieat. The September future, however, has gone dov^a 5 cents
per •ushel. When the grain is sold for $2.00 at the terminal, a
September figure is brought back at $2.00 resulting in a gain of
5 cents on the future transactions. Thus, the operator has been
able to obtain his attempted buying margin of 5 cents. This illustra
tion and a similar one are outlined as fodilov;si
^^"Buying back" is a grain man"s language to describe buying
a futures contract, when one was previously sold as a hedge. The
original contract is not actually bought back; a terminal clearing house
balances out the sale and purchase for the one who placed the hedge.
TABLE XXII.
1. 1500 bushels of cash wheat purchased
by country elevator at basis of
P, Country elevator sells 1500 bushels
of Minneapolis September future
August 15th
1500 bushels of v^heat sold in
terminal at Minneapolis at
2. 1500 bushels of Minneapolis
September future bought back
Net Loss
54
$2.05 Minneapolis
$2.05
S2.00
$2.00
$ .05 Net Gain.05
Another method of describing the same procedure as the above is shorn
Case II shov.n below shows the hedging process in the case
of a rising cash market and rising futures market.
TABLE XXIII.
in Case I.
The country elevator buys wheat for
and nets on a sale
The country elevator sells a hedge for
buys it back again for
Case I
$1.80 per bu.
1.80 or
.00 no gain
Case II
$1.80
1.90
$2.05
2.10
,05 loss
In both of the two ideal examples, we can see the 5 cent margin
of profit was protected. The future market and the cash market do not
always v^rk together so ideally however; so the hedge is not always
perfect.
There is no guarantee the dash market and the future market
will go up or down the same amount. If the tvx) markets do not change
in the same amount a different hedging result v-ould occur. The illus
tration below shows results of the cash market decline 5 cents per
bushel and the future market decline of 1 cent per bushel while the
hedge v/as in force.
TABLE XXIV.
August 5th
The country elevator buys v^heat for
August 15th
And nets on a sale as a result of
a 5 cent decline in cash market
August 5th
The country elevator sells a hedge for
August 15th
And buys it back again at
Net Gain
$1.80 per bushel
1.80 per bushel
•.CO no gain
2.04
01 cents per bushel
This imperfect hedge gave the elevator only 1 cent per bushel for hand
ling the wheat.
It is possible, though not usual, for the cash market and the
future market to change inversely with one another. If the cash mar
ket were to decline 3 cents per bushel while the future market went
up 3 cents the following would result.
August 5th
The country elevator buys wheat for
August 15th
And nets on a dale
August 5th
The country elevator sells a hedge for
August 15th
And buys it back again for
Net Gain
Net Loss
$1.8o per bushel
$2,05
This hedging operation resulting in a loss of 1 cent per bushel to the
elevator, in addition to failure to earn handling costs.
The future market is the basis on which cash grain prices
are predicted, but because of the different markets, for feed grains in
particular, vast differences between the cash and futures market may
occur. There are several cash markets, such as Sioux City, Omaha, and
St. Joseph that have no futures market. It is possible during a
given time the Chicago future on corn v;ould be $1.26 and the Sioux
City cash price vjould be $1.00 per bushel. If there were ample
corn in the Qiicago niaxljet and a scarcity in the Sioux City market, the
Chicago future could decline to $1.20 while the Sioux City price v^ent
up to $1.10 per bushel. The country elevators that sell cash grain in
one market and attempt to hedge in another, may have uncertain results.
In the illustration just given, the country elevator could have
a substantial gain if it had sold the Chicago future as a hedge and bought
it back when the car of corn sold in the Sioux City market.
November 15th
Bought 2000 bushels of corn $»84
(basis $1«00 Sioux City)
November 15th
Sold 2000 Chicago December corn
December 1
Bold 2000 bushels corn at $1»10 Sioux City
or a net price of .94
December 1
Bought back 2000 bushels Cl-ucago December corn
Net Gain $.10 Net Gain
$1.26
$ .06
Total gain for the country elevator is 16 cents per bushel. The 16 cent
gain in the above illustration looks inviting, but it is obvious the
opposite is also possible. The difference between a 16 cent gain or
16 cent loss is not a hedge for a country elevator that strives to protect
a 5 cent per bushel margin for handling corn.
The futures can provide a perfect hedge when the cash market
and the futures market move in the same direction in exactly the same
amount. This relationship betv.een futures and cash market is usually
most nearly attained when the cash grain is sold in the same terminal
market as the futures contract is held. Hedging in the futures market
can be used to advantage if the cash and futures market move in the
same direction, even though they may vary slightly in the degree of
change. The normal tendency of futures and cash of the same terminal
market is to move in the same direction, at approximately the same
degree.
VJhen the futures market and cash market are many miles
apart as they are in the case of feed grains for elevators in Eastern
South Dakota, the possibility for variance becomes much greater.
Minneapolis and Sioux City are the tvx) most common markets for corn
in South Dakota and Minnesota, yet neither of these two markets has a
corn futures market. The futures hedge v.ould have to be placed in a
market far removed from the cash grain market.
Country elevator men in evaluating the risk and inconvenience
of futures hedging in fedd grains, have chosen to protect their mar
gins by selling "on track" or "to arrive". By hedging in this manner,
the final price is known within fractions of a cent, and the element
of risk is at the very minimum as compared with the many unknowns
of hedging in the futures.
The futures market is an enormous, yet delicate market
xeactorl It is a method of hedging invontory, but successful hedging
in the futures for the novice to attempt. The brief explanation
of hedging in this chapter is not meant to teach the use of futures but
rather to create a better understanding of its uses and limitations.
CHAPTER IX
SW»ARY AIO CONCLUSIONS
The various grains discussed in this fitudy have their ov/n
merchandising possibilities. Recognition of these possibilities, and
the application of certain merchandising techniques are necessary to
a successful elevator operation.
The various merchandising techniques discussed such as blending,
cleaning, mixing, and drying vary in importance with the different
grains# The knowledge of vhen and how to use the techniques is the
difference between the grain buyer and the grain merchandiser.
Hedging with the future market is adaptable to all grains v/ith
the exception of barley, of the future market is most common in
the marketing of ivheat, but selling to arrive is becoming a more
popular method of selling wheat.
The success or failure of a country elevator used to be deter
mined by the amount of grain there was to market from the community.
Now country elevators with a substantial volume of grain bought and
sold may still not operate at a profit because of inadequate margins.
The inadequate margins may be the result of insufficient buying margin
or the lack of application of merchandising practices.
The Commodity Credit Corporation storage program for country
elevators has been the salvation of many elevators r^o have not
merchandised their cash grain so as to have an operating profit.
If the federal grain storage program should cease, many country
elevator operators vjould have to make adjustments in their buying habits.
It is reasonable to assume that with or v/ithout a federal storage
program, the successful country elevator operator must be more than
a buyer and a seller, he must be a grain merchandiser.
Country grain men should assure themselves of an ddequate margin
on all grains handled. These margins should be related to the value
of the grain, and not be an attempt to buy and sell all grains at the
same few cents per bushel.
Country grain men should grade grain, and exact dockage from
grain, in such a manner so as to protect the operating margin. Thus
when a unit of grain is purchased from the producer, the elevator has
an adequate operating margin in that unit of grain. The country
elevator operator may then exercise certain merchandising techniques
as an additional premium for his abilities.
A suggestion as a possible solution to securing adequate and
proportionate margins on grains vjould be for the country elevators to
buy and sell grains on a per cent of the dollar value of the grain.
Commission merchants use a percentage of the value of a grain as a
fee for their services. Country elevators could exact a per cent of
the dollar value as their normal margin for buying and selling grains.
This proposal needs further study to determine its affect under varying
conditions.
APPENDIX I
CORN'*' EFFECTIVE tO-l-S8
Grad* raqulrcMantt for Vallow Com, Ndilla Com, and MIxad Com
Mrximuin limit$ of—
Cracked
corn artd
foreign
material
Damaged kernel*
Heat-
damaged
Pounds
56
54
52
49
46
Percent
14.0
15.5
17.5
20.0
23.0
Percent
2
3
4
5
7
Percent
3
5
7
10
15
Percent
0.1
.2
.5
1.0
3.0
Sample srade... Sample grade shall be corn wrhich does not meet the reouirements for any
of the grades from No. 1 to No. 5, inclusive/ or which contains stones;
or which is musty, or sour, or heatinQ; or which has any commercially
objectionable foreign odor; or whicn is otherwise of distinctly low^Effective October
1,1959
OATS' EFFECTIVE e-N89
Qrada raqalramanit for lha elanai NIOilta Gab, Rad Cab, Oray Oab, Rlaeh Gab, and MIxad Gab
Grade No.
Minimum llmitt of Maximum llmib of—
Test
weight
per
bushel
Sound
cultivated
oats
Heat-damaged
kernels (oats,
other grains,
and wild oats)
Foreign
material
Wild
oats
Pounds Percent Percent Percent Percent
34 97 0.1 2 2
32 94 .3 3 3
30 90 1.0 4 5
27 80 3.0 5 10
grade.. • Sample grade shall be oats which do not meet the requirements for any of the
grades No. 1 to No. 4, inclusive; or which contain more than 16.0 percent
of moisture; or which contain stones; or which are musty, or sour, or heat-
•Effective June ing; or which have anv commercially objectionable foreign odor except of
1' 1959 smut or garlic; or which are otherwise of distinctly low quality.
' The oati In grades No. 1 white oats may contain not more than 5.0 percent of red oats, gray oats, and black
oats, singly or In combination, of which not more than 2.0 percent may be black oats.
' The oats in grade No. 2 white oats may contain not more than 3.0 percent of black oats.
* Oats that are slightly weathered shall be graded not higher than No. 3.
^ Oab that arc badly stained or materially weathered shall be graded not higher than Np. 4.
SOYBEANS
Grade raqalrtaenb for Soybtiiii effactive Sapt 1,19S5
Maximum limits of-
Damaged kernels Brown, black,
and/or
bicolorcd soybeans
in yellow or
green soybeans
Minimum
test weight
per bushel Moisture Splits Total
Heat
damaged
Foreign
material
Pounds Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent
56 13.0 10 2.0 0.2 1.0 1.0
54 14.0 20 3.0 0.5 2.0 2.0
52 16.0 30 5.0 1.0 3.0 5.0
49 18.0 40 8.0 3.0 5.0 10.0
Sample grade Sample grade shall be soybeans which do not meet the requirements for any
of the grades from No. 1 to No. 4, inclusive; or which are musty, sour, or
heating; or which have any commercially objectionable foreign odor; or
which contain stones; or which are otherwise of distinctly low quality.
'Soybeans which arc purple mottled or stained shall be graded not higher than No. 3.
^Soybeans which are materially weathered shall be graded not higher than No. 4.
Foreign Materiel. Foreign material shall be all matter, including soybeans and pieces of
soybeans, which will pass readily through a sieve 0.032 inch thick with round perforations
0.125 (8/64) inch in diameter, and all matter other than soybeans remaining on such sieve
after sieving.
FLAXSEED
Grade requlrtMtnb for Flaeteed
Grade No. Minimumtest weight per bushel Maximum limitsof damaged Raxseed
Sample grade.
.. 49 pounds 20 oer cent
.. 47 pounds 30 per cent
.. Sample grade shall include flaxseed which does not come
within the requirements of either of the grades No. 1
or No. 2; or which contains fire-damaged flaxseed; or
which contains more than 11 per cent of moisture;
or which is musty, or sour, or heating, or hot; or wh'ch
has any commercially objectionable foreign odor; or
which is otherwise of distinctly low quality.
BARLEY
Grades and grade raqulrenants for Ike subclass Barley of the clan Barley.
Sample grade
Minimum limits
of—
Maximum limits of—
Test
weight
per
bushel
Sound
barley
Total
damaged
kernels
Heat
damaged
kernels
Foreign
material
Broken
kernels
Thin
barley
Black
barley
Pounds Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent
47 97 2.0 0.2 1.0 5.0 10.0 0.5
45 94 4.0 .3 2.0 10.0 15.0 1.0
43 90 6.0 .5 3.0 15.0 25.0 2.0
40 80 8.0 1.0 4.0 20.0 35.0 5.0
36 70 10.0 3.0 6.0 30.0 75.0 10.0
bample grade snail include oariey or tne ciass oariey, wnicn ooes not
come within the grade requirements of any of the grades from No. 1 to
No. 5 inclusive,- or which contains more than 16.0 percent of moisture;
or which contains stones; or which is musty, or sour, or heating; or
which has any commercially objectionable foreign odor except of smut
or garlic,- or which contains a quantity of smut so great that any one or
more of the grade requirements cannot be applied accurately,- or which
is otherwise of distinctly low quality.
'Bsrley thdt is bsdiy stained or materiallyweathered, shall not be graded higher than No. 4.
MALTING BARLEY AND BLUE MALTING BARLEY
itit for Ikt subcUists Mulling Barley and Blua Mailing Barley of Ike cless Barley.
Minimum limits
of—
Test
weight Sound
per barley
bushel
Damaged Foreign
kernels material
Maximum limits of—
Skinned
and
broken
kernels
Black
barley
Other
grains
Pounds Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent
47 97 2.0 1.0 4.0 7.0 0.5 2.0
45 94 3.0 2.0 7.0 10.0 1.0 3.0
43 90 4.0 3.0 10.0 15.0 2.0 5.0
Note: Barley of the class Barley which does not meet the requirements of any of the grades
1 to 3, inclusive, for the subclasses Malting Barley and BlueMalting Barley shall be classified
and graded according to the grade requirements for the subclass Barley.
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